
A computational model of phonotactic acquisition
Predictability of exceptional patterns in Hungarian

While the topic of phonotactic generalizations is frequently examined and revisited in
the literature, their exceptions are much more rarely dealt with. In the following, we
present a typological classification of phonotactic exceptions and argue for a frequency-
and perception-sensitive model of phonotactic acquisition. Its ability to predict types
and relative extent of exceptional patterns will be illustrated and tested on Hungarian
word-final vowel length data. Finally, we will explore the consequences of the model for
both phonotactic representations and language change.

1 The data

Hungarian vowels of different height and length pattern differently in word final position.
Word-final high rounded and mid vowels must be long (i.e. /u:, y:, o:, ø:/ are permitted,
/u, y, o, ø/ are not), whereas low vowels must be short (i.e. only /6, E/ are permitted,
/a:, e:/ are not).

We find two different types of phonotactic exceptions—lexical exceptionality and vac-
illation1. For low vowels we find lexical exceptions (i.e. words that always end in long
low vowels, such as kávé /ka:ve:/ ‘coffee’, örökké /ørøk:e:/ ‘forever’, burzsoá /burZoa:/
‘bourgeois’). Mid vowels seem to show very little exceptionality in production, but in
perception the length distinction is fading Mády (2010). High vowels exhibit vacillation
(vowels at the end of any word may be pronounced short) for speakers of Budapest Collo-
quial Hungarian (BCH, spoken mostly by younger, innovative speakers), but show lexical
exceptions (such as falu /f6lu/ ‘village’ or áru /a:ru/ ‘goods’) for speakers of Standard
Hungarian (SH, more typical of older, more conservative speakers).2

2 Modeling

2.1 The basic model—Blevins and Wedel (2009)

Blevins and Wedel (2009) propose an exemplar model employing a random walk algo-
rithm. The relationship of two sounds can be modeled as two touching sets of tokens, A
and B. Extreme values for A (i.e. variants of A that lie past the boundary between the
two sets, and that are hence closer to set B than A) get sorted as instances of the other
set, B. To model inconsistency in production they also add random noise.

2.2 Phonotactic implementation

First, we need to enrich their model with a measure of categorizational certainty. Tokens
are not only assigned category labels, but also a value reflecting the model’s certainty
about its decision which correlates to its closeness to the boundary. Tokens that have a
value below a certain threshold, will not be sorted into either category, but will remain
unsorted. Unsorted tokens can therefore potentially form an intersections or overlaps at
the category boundaries.

Learners are much more perceptually sensitive to contrasts that they have been ex-
posed to frequently—i.e. functional load expands the perceptual space (Feldman and
Griffiths, 2007)—a factor which is reflected in this model by a modifying categorizational
certainty by functional-load. In order to avoid biases that can come from the unequal
frequencies of the two sounds, we propose the measure of cumulative contrast load, which
is calculated as given below. L denotes contrast load, A and B the two sounds, N(A-B)

1Borrowing the variational nomenclature of Hayes et al. (2009).
2For further description cf. Siptár and Törkenczy (2000); Mády and Reichel (2007); Mády (2010).
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the instances of sound A in words that have a minimal pair contrasted by only sounds A
and B in one position and N(A) the instances of sound A in the data set.

LContrast(A,B) = N(A−B)+N(B−A)
N(A)+N(B)

In Hungarian we find the same division for vowels with respect to cumulative length-
contrast load as for their heights: high vowels have the lightest functional load (0.35%),
mid vowels form the middle of this scale (2.3%) and low vowels displaying the heaviest
load of length contrast (10.1%).3 Applying its -log value as a decrease on categorizational
certainty allows us to capture the generalization, that heavy functional load inhibits loss
of contrast (Wedel et al., 2013). Language-specific perceptual data (Mády and Reichel,
2007) is implemented as a directed noise factor.

2.3 Resulting patterns

Our results show three types of configurations: disjoint, touching (with regularly occur-
ring variant trading) and overlapping. These correspond exactly to the patterns we find
in the linguistic data. In the case of disjoint sets we find no variation (e.g. for /o/ and
/o:/). For touching sets with salient category boundaries, variation will only occur if the
two sounds have different distributions (i.e. when different phonotactic restrictions apply
to them). This is what we find for /i/ and /e:/ in Hungarian or for /u/ and /u:/ for
speakers of SH. It is in the overlapping cases that we find vacillation, where categoriza-
tion is not salient enough to consistently maintain a restriction (e.g. for /u/ and /u:/ for
speakers of CBH).

3 Conclusion and future research

The proposed model reliably predicts the two different types of phonotactic exceptions
that we find in linguistic data: lexical variation and vacillation. It also calls for a revision
of how phonotactic restrictions are conceptualized: as an expression of a preference for
one sound over another in a particular environment, rather than a constraint about
a single sound formalized in absolute terms. By establishing a clear correspondence
between frequency- and perception-based simulations and exceptional patterns attested
in human languages, this model allows us to better address the relationship of phonology
and phonetics. Our discussion also raises further questions about language change and
its suggestion that lexical exceptionality (represented by touching sets) can be viewed as
a precursor of potential vacillation and neutralization invites further investigation.
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